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AbstractRecent papers have shown that the performance of Time Warp simulators can be improvedby appropriately selecting the positions of checkpoints, instead of taking them on a periodicbasis. In this paper we present a checkpointing technique in which the selection of the positionsof checkpoints is based on a checkpointing-recovery cost model. Given the current state S,the model determines the convenience of recording S as a checkpoint before the next eventis executed. This is done by taking into account the position of the last taken checkpoint,the granularity (i.e. the execution time) of intermediate events and using an estimate of theprobability that S will have to be restored due to rollback in the future of the execution.A synthetic benchmark in di�erent con�gurations is used for evaluating and comparingthis approach to classical periodic techniques. As testing environment we used a cluster ofPCs connected through a Myrinet switch coupled with a fast communication layer speci�callydesigned to exploit the potential of this type of switch. The obtained results point out that oursolution allows faster execution, and, in some cases, exhibits the additional advantage that lessmemory is required for recording state vectors. This possibly contributes to further performanceimprovements when memory is a critical resource for the speci�c application. A performancestudy for the case of a cellular phone system simulation is �nally reported to demonstrate thee�ectiveness of this solution for a real world application.Index-Terms: Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation, Checkpointing, Rollback-Recovery, TimeWarp,Optimistic Synchronization, Performance Optimization, Cost Models.�This article appeared in IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems, Vol.12, No.4, April 2001.1



1 IntroductionIn parallel discrete-event simulation, distinct parts of the system to be simulated are modeledby distinct logical processes (LPs) having their own local simulation clocks [6]. An LP executesa sequence of events, and each event execution possibly schedules new events to be executed atlater simulated time. LPs schedule events among each other by exchanging messages carrying thecontent and the occurrence time (timestamp) of the event. In order to ensure correct simulationresults, synchronization mechanisms are used to maintain a non-decreasing timestamp order forthe execution of events at each LP; this is also referred to as causality. These mechanisms are, ingeneral, conservative or optimistic. The conservative ones enforce causality by requiring LPs toblock until certain safety criteria are met. Instead, in the optimistic mechanisms, events may beexecuted in violation of timestamp order as no \block until safe" policy is considered. Whenevera causality error is detected, a recovery procedure is invoked. This allows the exploitation ofparallelism anytime it is possible for causality errors to occur, but they do not.We focus on the Time Warp optimistic mechanism [10]. It allows each LP to execute eventsunless its pending event set is empty and uses a checkpoint-based rollback to recover from timestamporder violations. A rollback recovers the state of the LP to its value immediately prior the violation.While rolling back, the LP undoes the e�ects of the events scheduled during the rolled back portionof the simulation. This is done by sending an anti-message for each event that must be undone.Upon the receipt of an anti-message that cancels an event already executed, the recipient LP rollsback as well.There exist two main checkpointing methods to support state recovery, namely incremental statesaving and sparse checkpointing (1). The former [2, 24, 26] maintains a history of before-images ofthe state variables modi�ed during event execution so that state recovery can be accomplished byre-traversing the logged history and copying before-images into their original state locations. Thissolution has the advantage of low checkpointing overhead whenever small fractions of the state areupdated by event execution. However, in order to provide short state recovery latency, it requiresthe rollback distance to be su�ciently small. The second method, namely sparse checkpointing, istraditionally de�ned as recording the LP state periodically, each � event executions [12]. If a valueof � greater than one is used, then the checkpointing overhead is kept low, however an additionaltime penalty is added to state recovery. More precisely, state recovery to an unrecorded stateinvolves reloading the latest checkpoint preceding that state and re-updating state variables throughthe replay of intermediate events (coasting forward). It has been shown ([4, 20]) that periodiccheckpoints taken each � event executions give rise to coasting forward with length uniformlydistributed between 0 and �� 1 events.Recent papers ([17, 18]) have shown that it is possible to achieve fast state recovery with lesscheckpointing overhead than that of periodic checkpointing if an appropriate selection of checkpointpositions is adopted. This has also the potential to reduce memory usage of Time Warp, thus1Recently, solutions mixing features of both methods have been presented in [5, 9, 16, 23].2



possibly improving performance when memory is a critical resource. Along this line we present inthis paper a checkpointing technique in which the selection of the positions of checkpoints relies ona cost model that associates with the current state of the LP a checkpointing-recovery overhead.The checkpointing overhead is either the time to take a checkpoint or zero depending on whetherthat state is recorded or not. The recovery overhead is the time penalty associated with a possiblefuture rollback to that state. This penalty varies depending on whether the state is recorded ornot. If the state is not recorded, then it must be reconstructed through coasting forward, so therecovery overhead depends on the position of the last taken checkpoint and on the granularity(execution time) of coasting forward events. Then, the convenience of recording the current stateas a checkpoint before the execution of the next event is determined using the cost model.In order to solve the model, we need an estimate of the probability for the current state to beeventually restored due to rollback, and we need to know the granularity of the intermediate eventsfrom the last taken checkpoint. To estimate the probability value we present a solution requiringnegligible computational e�ort. Then we discuss possible solutions to keep track of the granularityof the intermediate events at low cost. This points out the practical viability of our checkpointingtechnique.We report an empirical evaluation organized in two parts. In the �rst we use a common syntheticbenchmark, namely PHOLD [7], to compare our solution with classical (adaptive) periodic tech-niques. In this part a number of benchmark parameters are varied such as the message population,the message routing, the size of state vectors and the type of the granularity of simulation events(deterministic vs stochastic). The results of the �rst part outline the potential of our techniquein reducing the completion time of the simulation and, in some cases, in reducing the amount ofmemory used. Then, in the second part, we report performance data for the case of a cellular phonesystem simulation. We selected this real world problem as target application for sparse checkpoint-ing because of two main reasons: (i) typically there is high communication locality among the LPshosted by the same processor therefore the rollback pattern shows infrequent, long rollbacks thatcould make the incremental method inadequate; (ii) state vectors could have non-minimal size, thuspossibly making state saving before the execution of any new event ine�cient. The experiments ofboth parts of the empirical evaluation have been carried out on a cluster of PCs connected througha Myrinet switch. To take full advantage of the communication power of the Myrinet switch wehave developed a high speed layer which provides the minimum services needed for a messaginglayer to keep high performance.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a background on sparse check-pointing is presented. From Section 3 to Section 5 the cost model and the proposed checkpointingtechnique are described. The results of the empirical evaluation are reported in Section 6.
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2 Related WorkThe traditional approach to sparse checkpointing consists of recording the LP state periodicallyeach � event executions, � being the checkpoint interval. Several analytical models have beenpresented to determine the time-optimal value (�opt) for the checkpoint interval. The assumptionunderlying all these models is that the coasting forward length is uniformly distributed between 0and ��1 events. Simulation results reported in [4, 20] have shown that this is a good approximationof the real distribution of the coasting forward length anytime checkpoints are taken on a periodicbasis. In addition, most of these models [12, 14, 20] assume there exists a �xed value for the time torecord a state as a checkpoint (which is usually a good approximation) and that the granularity ofsimulation events has small variance. A more general model is the one presented in [22], which takesinto account how the exact granularity of simulation events a�ects the coasting forward time, andthus the state recovery time. The relevance of this model is in that several real world simulations,such as battle�eld simulations or simulations of personal communication systems, have actuallyhigh variance of the event granularity which should be taken into account in order to determinethe time-optimal value �opt of the checkpoint interval.The extended experimental study in [15] pointed out the e�ects of the variation of the checkpointinterval on the rollback behavior. Several stochastic queuing networks connected with di�erenttopologies were considered. Presented results showed that when the checkpoint interval slightlyincreases a throttling e�ect may appear which tends to reduce the number of rollbacks. This isdue to interactions among the LPs on the same processor. Instead, when the checkpoint intervalis largely increased, which produces much longer average coasting forwards, a thrashing e�ect maygive rise to an increase in the number of rollbacks. This is due to interactions among LPs ondistinct processors.Several adaptive techniques that dynamically adjust the value of � have been proposed in orderto cope with dynamic rollback behavior which can be originated by a number of causes. Amongthese, there are possible variations of the load on the processors and possible phase behavior of theLPs in the lifetime of the simulation. Most of these techniques [1, 4, 20] are based on the observationof some parameters of the LP behavior (for example the rollback frequency) over a certain numberof executed events, referred to as observation period, and recalculate the checkpoint interval at thebeginning of each period. A di�erent approach can be found in [13], where the recalculation of �is executed every Global-Virtual-Time (GVT) evaluation (2).Recently, two papers ([17, 18]) have shown that it is possible to reduce the overhead due tocheckpointing and state recovery by carefully selecting the positions of checkpoints, instead oftaking them periodically. The method in [17] takes the checkpoint decision on the basis of the2The GVT is de�ned as the lowest value among the timestamps of events either not yet executed or currently beingexecuted or carried on messages still in transit. The GVT value represents the commitment horizon of the simulationbecause no rollback to a simulated time preceding GVT can ever occur. The GVT notion is used to reclaim memoryallocated for obsolete messages and state information, and to allow operations that cannot be undone (e.g. I/Os,displaying of intermediate simulation results, etc.). The memory reclaiming procedure is known as fossil collection.4



observation of di�erences between timestamps of two consecutive events. Whenever the executionof an event is going to determine a large simulated time increment then a checkpoint is taken priorto the execution of that event. This solution implicitly assumes that if the LP moves from thestate S to the state S0, then the probability that S will be eventually restored due to rollbackis proportional to the simulated time increment while moving to S0. Although this assumption issuited for several simulations ([3, 17]), it has been never extensively tested; this limits the generalityof the solution. The method in [18] is based on a notion of probabilistic checkpointing which worksas follows. For any state S an estimate of the probability that it will have to be restored dueto rollback is performed, namely Pe(S). Then, before moving from S to S0, a value � uniformlydistributed in the interval [0,1] is extracted and a checkpoint of S is taken if � > 1�Pe(S). In otherwords, S is recorded with probability equal to Pe(S), therefore the higher the probability that Swill have to be restored, the higher the probability that it is recorded as a checkpoint. What wenoted in this method is that (i) the probabilistic decision is actually memoryless as it does not takeinto account the position of the last taken checkpoint to establish if S must be recorded or not,and, in addition, (ii) the decision itself is independent of the real cost of saving the state vector ofthe LP. Speci�cally, if a checkpoint has been taken few events ago, then S can be reconstructedthrough coasting forward without incurring a signi�cant time penalty (this is true especially incase of small grain coasting forward events); therefore it would be convenient to not record S as acheckpoint even if the probability Pe(S) is not minimal (this is true especially in case of large sizeof the state vector). This is not captured by the probabilistic approach.The checkpointing technique we propose in this paper solves latter problem as the cost model itrelies on takes into account the position of the last taken checkpoint and also the real cost of savingthe state vector of the LP. In addition, as already pointed out in the Introduction, the recoveryoverhead associated with any state is computed by explicitly considering the granularity of anyevent involved in a (possible) coasting forward, and not just a mean granularity value. Latterfeature allows our solution to exhibit the potential for providing good performance in case of bothsmall and large variance of the event granularity.3 Selecting Checkpoint PositionsIn this section we present the cost model and the associated policy for selecting the positions ofcheckpoints. Then we discuss operational issues related to the tracking of the granularity of theintermediate events from the last taken checkpoint and to the estimation of the probability for thecurrent state to be eventually restored. We recall these two quantities are required to solve thecost model.3.1 The Cost Model and the Selection PolicyThe LP moves from one state to another due to the execution of simulation events. An example ofthis is shown in Figure 1, where the arrow extending toward the right-end represents simulated time,5
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Figure 1: The LP Moves from S to S0 due to the Execution of e.black circles represent event timestamps and labeled boxes represent state values at given pointsin the simulated time that is, those points corresponding to event timestamps. In our example,the LP moves from the state S to S0 due to the execution of the event e with timestamp T . Weassociate with each state S passed through by the LP a probability value, namely P (S), which isthe probability that S will have to be restored due to a future rollback. P (S) will be used in theconstruction of the cost model expressing the checkpointing-recovery overhead associated with S.Denoting with �s the time to save or reload the LP state vector, which is assumed to be constantas in most previous analyses (see [12, 14, 20, 22, 23]), the checkpointing overhead C(S) associatedwith the state S can be expressed as follows (3):C(S) = ( �s if S is recorded0 if S is not recorded (1)Expression (1) points out that if S is recorded as a checkpoint then there is a checkpointingoverhead associated with it which is quanti�ed by the time to take a checkpoint �s.Let us now model the recovery overhead. Before proceeding in the discussion we remark thatthis overhead expresses only the latency to recover to the state S as a function of the checkpointingactivity of the LP; it does not take into account the e�ects of sending anti-messages in the rollbackphase. We denote as E(S) the set of all the events that move the LP from the latest checkpointedstate preceding S, to S. For the example shown in Figure 2.a, the latest checkpointed state pre-ceding S is X and E(S) = fe1; e2g. Instead, for the example in Figure 2.b, the latest checkpointedstate preceding S is Y and E(S) = fe2g. Denoting with �e the granularity (execution time) of theevent e 2 E(S), then we can associate with the state S the following recovery overhead R(S) (4):3In the present analysis we use the same value �s for both the state saving time and the time to reload a recordedstate vector into the current state bu�er as this is a common, realistic assumption. However, the analysis can beeasily extended to the cases in which this assumption is not veri�ed.4Recall that �e keeps into account only the time to execute the event e; it does not take into account the time tosend out new events possibly scheduled during the execution of e. Therefore, �e expresses exactly the time to replay6
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Figure 2: Two Examples for E(S).R(S) = ( P (S)�s if S is recordedP (S)[�s +Pe2E(S) �e] if S is not recorded (2)Expression (2) states that, in case of rollback to S (this happens with probability P (S)), if Sis recorded as a checkpoint then the recovery overhead consists only of the time �s to reload Sinto the current state bu�er. Otherwise, it consists of the time �s to reload the latest checkpointpreceding S, plus the time to replay all the events in E(S) that is, the coasting forward time.We denote as CR(S) the checkpointing-recovery overhead associated with S. It results as thesum of C(S) and R(S). Therefore, combining (1) and (2) we get for CR(S) the following expression:CR(S) = ( �s + P (S)�s if S is recordedP (S)[�s +Pe2E(S) �e] if S is not recorded (3)Expression (3) represents our cost model. Using this model, we introduce below a selectionpolicy for determining the positions of checkpoints. Basically, the selection policy is such that thestate S is recorded as a checkpoint before the execution of the next event if such recording resultsin the minimization of the value of CR(S). More technically, denoting with CR(S)y the value ofCR(S) in case S is recorded, and with CR(S)n the value of CR(S) in case S is not recorded, thenthe selection policy can be synthesized by the following expression:Selection-Policy (SP)before moving from S:if CR(S)y � CR(S)nthen record Selse do not record SNote that while de�ning R(S), and thus CR(S), we have implicitly assumed that the probabilityP (S) does not change depending on whether S is recorded or not. More technically, it is assumede in coasting forward as no event is sent out in such phase.7



that the checkpointing actions do not a�ect the rollback behavior. This assumption has someresemblances to what is assumed in some periodic checkpointing techniques [20, 22, 23], althoughthere are some di�erences. Speci�cally, in these techniques it is assumed that small changes in thecheckpoint interval � will (possibly) result in small changes in the rollback behavior. Instead, in theconstruction of our cost model we have assumed that taking or not a checkpoint in a speci�c pointwill result in no perceptible change in the rollback behavior. However, we argue that taking or nota checkpoint in a speci�c point will ultimately result in shorter or longer average distance betweencheckpoints, which has resemblances to choosing shorter or longer values for the checkpoint intervalin classical periodic techniques.With regard to responsiveness of the checkpointing technique to real variations of the rollbackbehavior, classical adaptive, periodic solutions have the property that they detect if rollbacksbecome more frequent and decrease the checkpoint interval � in order to avoid rollback thrashing.This can be done promptly by selecting an adequately short observation period after which the valueof the checkpoint interval is adjusted. For the case of SP we have a similar behavior. Speci�cally,if the value of P (S) becomes larger, then both CR(S)n and CR(S)y grow. However, computing the�rst di�erential of CR(S) vs P (S), it can be seen that the growth of CR(S)n results larger thanthat of CR(S)y, therefore for larger values of P (S), SP is likely to reduce the average distancebetween checkpoints, thus avoiding rollback thrashing.Concerning operational issues, solving the cost model (i.e. computing CR(S)y and CR(S)n)requires the knowledge of:(i) the state saving/reloading time �s;(ii) the granularity of the intermediate events from the last taken checkpoint, namely the eventsbelonging to E(S); and(iii) the probability P (S) for the current state S to be eventually restored.The parameter �s is typically known upon the execution of the simulation as it depends onthe size (number of bytes) of the state vector and on the time per byte needed for recording iton the hardware/software architecture used. Instead, both the granularity of the intermediateevents and the probability P (S) typically depend on proper dynamics of the speci�c application.In what follows we discuss possible solutions for tracking on-line the granularity of the intermediateevents (Section 3.2), and we present a solution to estimate the value of P (S) (Section 3.3). Beforepresenting these solutions, let us discuss two peculiarities of SP.3.1.1 Maximal Knowledge ExploitationFrom among several parameters, SP determines the convenience of recording S as a checkpointprior to the execution of the next event using information on:(a) the position of the last taken checkpoint (which determines the events that are in E(S));8
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Figure 3: E�ects of the Recording of S on CR(S0).(b) the exact granularity of the events executed from the last taken checkpoint (those events inE(S)).We remark that information in points (a) and (b) actually encodes the maximal knowledgerelated to the portion of the simulation already executed and to past checkpointing actions whichis relevant to establish the amount of recovery overhead associated with S in case S is not recordedand a rollback to it occurs. More precisely, the positions of the checkpoints other than the latestone preceding S, and the granularity of any event out of the set E(S) do not a�ect the time toreconstruct S in case it is not recorded.3.1.2 Local vs Global Overhead MinimizationLet us consider the portion of the simulation execution shown in Figure 3. S0 immediately followsS and the event which moves the LP from S to S0 is �e. In case S is recorded as a checkpoint (seeFigure 3.a), the set E(S0) contains only the event �e, so the checkpointing-recovery overhead CR(S0)associated with the state S0 is:CR(S0) = ( �s + P (S0)�s if S0 is recordedP (S0)[�s + ��e] if S0 is not recorded (4)Instead, if S is not recorded as a checkpoint (see Figure 3.b), then the set E(S0) containsthe same events as the set E(S) (e1 and e2 in our example) plus the event �e. Therefore, thecheckpointing-recovery overhead CR(S0) becomes as follows:CR(S0) = ( �s + P (S0)�s if S0 is recordedP (S0)[�s +Pe2E(S) �e + ��e] if S0 is not recorded (5)(note that also to derive expressions (4) and (5) we suppose P (S0) independent of checkpointingactions).The previous example points out that the out-coming decision of SP on whether the state Smust be recorded or not, determines the shape of the function CR associated with the states that9



will follow S. This implies that taking the checkpoint decision based only on the minimizationof the checkpointing-recovery overhead associated with the current state of the LP could not leadto the minimization of the whole checkpointing-recovery overhead of the simulation that is, theone resulting from the sum of the checkpointing-recovery overheads associated with all the statespassed through in the course of the simulation. However, we recall that such (global) minimizationrequires the knowledge of unknown information, such as the exact sequence of states that will bepassed through. Overall, SP selects the best checkpoint positions with respect to the portion ofthe simulation already executed.3.2 Tracking the Granularity of the Intermediate EventsA key point concerning operational issues associated with the policy SP is the tracking of thegranularity of the intermediate events from the last taken checkpoint. Before entering a discussionon this point, we recall that parallel discrete-event technology is typically adopted for models withevent granularity ranging from several tenths or hundreds of microseconds up to some millisec-onds or more on current conventional architectures (5). Therefore, the tracking mechanism shouldprovide precision in the order of 1 �s.At a �rst glance one might think the tracking mechanism could be implemented by using systemcalls that report values of the CPU utilization time. Unfortunately, this approach is likely to not �trequirements of parallel simulation applications. More precisely, in conventional operating systemstechnology the accounting mechanism for the CPU utilization time is implemented using a softwarecounter updated by timer interrupts with period 10 ms, which is the most used scheduling timeslice. As a consequence, systems calls accessing data structures recording accounting informationprovide precision in the order of 104 �s, which results inadequate.Previous problem can be solved in di�erent ways depending on if we can assume: (i) theparallel simulation application is the only active application on the computing system (i.e. thecomputing system is dedicated to this application) and (ii) message passing is totally implementedat the application level (i.e. no kernel or demon process activity is involved in message passingoperations) (6).If assumptions in points (i) and (ii) hold, then the granularity of a given event can be approxi-mated with minimal error by means of the real time elapsed between the start and the end of theevent execution. Errors can be caused by timer interrupts (occurring each 10 ms) that fall withinthe execution interval of the event. However, we note that timer interrupts are typically handledwithin few microseconds, therefore, for the case of large grain events (in the order of hundreds ofmicroseconds up to some milliseconds) the error due to the interrupt handler is negligible in prac-tice. In addition, for the case of small grain events (in the order of several tenths of microseconds),5For models with lower event granularity that is, few tenths of microseconds or less, it would be preferable torun multiple copies of the simulation sequentially on the available machines as a di�erent, more convenient, form ofparallelization.6As we will describe in Section 6.1, the testing environment we have used to evaluate SP is such that messagepassing operations are totally controlled at the application level, thus requiring no kernel or demon process activity.10



the likelihood of timer interrupt falling within the execution interval of the event is expected tobe minimal. Overall, if we measure the event granularity by means of elapsed real time, then theinterrupt handler is expected to cause a very little over-estimation of the granularity of a minimalpercentage of the events.Real time measures can be obtained by using light system calls allowing access to hardware realtime clocks (implemented as hardware counters). For both UNIX and LINUX systems, there existsa system call, namely gettimeofday(), that returns real time measures with the precision in theorder of 1 �s. Using two calls to gettimeofday(), one at the beginning of the event execution, theother at the end, we can evaluate the elapsed real time comprised between the start and the end ofthe event execution. Furthermore, the overhead due to these system calls is negligible in practice.As a support to this argument we report in Table 1 the time consumption for the execution ofgettimeofday() for the case of a Pentium II 300 MHz (this is the type of machine we have usedfor the empirical study in Section 6) and a Pentium III 450 MHz, both running LINUX, a SparcStation Ultra 2 and a Sparc Station Ultra 10 both running Solaris. To obtain the values reported(expressed in microseconds) we have run a simple benchmark structured as a loop where the call isexecuted 108 times (in this way we can get measures in the order of tenths or hundreds of secondswhich practically eliminate errors due to uctuations). The values in the table are computed asthe ratio between the time for the loop and 108. Hence these values represent upper bound valuesto the real time consumption for a single call to gettimeofday() since they account also for theinstructions to manage the control variable of the loop.Table 1: Time per Call to gettimeofday()Pentium II Pentium III Ultra 2 Ultra 102.1 1.0 0.4 0.3By these results we get that the overhead due to the tracking mechanism is bounded by about 4�s for the Pentium II, 2 �s for the Pentium III, and by less than 1 �s for the other architectures, thuspointing out how for event granularity values of at least several tenths or hundreds of microsecondsthe overhead actually results negligible.If assumptions in points (i) and (ii) do not hold, the tracking mechanism based on real time highresolution clocks does not result feasible since the elapsed real time between two successive calls togettimeofday() could be an incorrect measure of the granularity of the event. In other words, thecorrectness of the measure depends on the scheduling sequence of kernel, demon and applicationprocesses activities. A solution to cope with this problem consists of implementing an accountingmechanism at the application level by embedding it into the event code. This can be realized byadding at the end of each block, consisting of a sequence of instructions that are either all executedor all skipped, a single accounting instruction incrementing a software counter that keeps track ofthe microseconds for the execution of that block on the speci�c hardware/software architecture.11
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Figure 4: An Example for the Insertion of Accounting Instructions.As an example, in Figure 4.a we have an instruction sequence with a conditional statement at agiven point. The instruction sequence can be seen as the composition of three distinct blocks, seeFigure 4.b. Two of these blocks are associated with the branches of the conditional statement. Forthis code structure we can add three accounting instructions as shown in Figure 4.c in the way thateach accounting instruction is associated with a speci�c block. At the end of the block execution,the accounting instruction is activated. Obviously, the accounting instructions associated withthe branches of the conditional statement should take into account also the cost to evaluate theconditional expression. Similar approaches can be adopted for the case of sequences of instructionswithin a loop and so on. The overhead due to this embedded tracking mechanism depends onthe amount of accounting instructions for a given execution path which, in turn, depends on theparticular structure of the simulation code. Nevertheless, unless the code structure contains a verysmall number of instructions per block, it is expected that the overhead due to the accountingmechanism results negligible in practice. In addition, we note that any accounting instructioninvolves only the updating of a software counter that can be implemented as an integer; thisoperation is not time consuming. As last point related to this type of solution, the counter incrementassociated with any accounting instruction could be speci�ed by a #define into a header �le. This�le could be generated automatically prior to compiling the simulation code by running benchmarksfor measuring the time consumption for the instruction blocks on the speci�c hardware/softwarearchitecture.For what concerns transparency to the user, the responsibility to implement the tracking mecha-nism pertains to the software designer. This is the same requirement of other classical solutions. Asan example, the adaptive, periodic technique presented in [20] needs the knowledge of the averageexecution time for the events of any LP. This depends on the speci�c type of the events occurring12



at that LP and also on how possible conditional branches or loops in the code structure actuallya�ect the average event execution time for the speci�c application. In general, this is unknownbefore the simulation execution as the way conditional branches or loops are executed depends onproper dynamics of the application. In addition, there exists also the possibility that the averageexecution time for the events occurring at an LP follows a phase behavior. Tracking this behaviorshould be done automatically during the execution in a transparent way to the user, therefore aform of on-line tracking mechanism should be embedded in the code structure by the designer.3.3 Estimating Probability ValuesAs pointed out in Section 3.1, the solution of the cost model (i.e. computing the values of CR(S)yand CR(S)n) needs the knowledge of the probability P (S). In this section we present a method toestimate this value. The method has resemblances to those presented in [3, 18].Let sc(S) denote the value of the simulation clock associated with the state S and let e, withtimestamp ts(e), be the event which moves the LP from S to its subsequent state. The execution ofthe event e produces an increment in the simulation clock of the LP, moving it from sc(S) to ts(e).Then, with any state S we can associate a simulated time interval, namely I(S), whose length ists(e)� sc(S), which is delimited as follows:I(S) = (sc(S); ts(e)] (6)The probability P (S) corresponds to the probability that a rollback will occur in the simulatedtime interval I(S). Recall that a rollback in the interval I(S) occurs either because events arescheduled later with timestamps in that interval (i.e. after e is executed, an event e0 such thatsc(S) < ts(e0) < ts(e) is scheduled for the LP) or because the LP that scheduled the event e rollsback revoking e (i.e. the anti-message for e arrives after e is executed).We perform an estimate of P (S) based on the length of the interval I(S) and on the monitoringof the relative frequency of rollback occurrence in simulated time intervals of a given length. Wede�ne simulated time points ti such that: (i) ti = 0 if i = 0 and (ii) ti < ti+1. Then we decomposethe simulated time positive semi-axis into intervals Ii = [ti; ti+1). For each state S, there exists aninterval Ii such that the length of I(S), namely L(I(S)), is within that interval (i.e. L(I(S)) 2 Ii).For each interval Ii the LP keeps two counters, namely Ni and Ri, initially set to zero. Nicounts the amount of event executions associated with intervals I(X) such that L(I(X)) 2 Ii(7). Ri counts the amount of rollback occurrences in simulated time intervals I(X), such thatL(I(X)) 2 Ii. Using these counters, we estimate the probability P (S) as:if L(I(S)) 2 Ii then P (S) = RiNi (7)7Coasting forward events are not counted by Ni. This is because they are not real simulation events since theyare an artefact of the state recovery procedure. 13



Note that if the decomposition has an unique interval I0 = [0;1), then P (S) is computed asthe ratio between the total number of rollbacks occurring at the LP and the total number of eventexecutions. This ratio is commonly referred to as the rollback frequency of the LP. Obviously, withthis type of decomposition there is the implicit assumption that all the states are equally likely tobe restored, therefore the real rollback pattern of the LP could be not fully exploited to make SPe�ective. How to determine a suitable decomposition will be discussed in the following subsection.Then we present a discussion on the real impact of the quality of the estimation method on thee�ectiveness of SP.3.3.1 Determining the DecompositionChoosing ti points to determine the decomposition of the virtual time positive semi-axis should bedone taking into account proper dynamics of the speci�c application, such has the average simula-tion clock advancement at the LP. Typically this parameter depends on the proper nature of theapplication (e.g. types of events and their density in the simulated time, types of the distributionsof the timestamp increment determining the timestamps of new events dynamically produced etc.),therefore, it does not result viable in practice to determine a-priori a suitable decomposition forany arbitrary simulation. By this argument, the decomposition should be determined at run time,and, similarly to what happens for the tracking mechanisms discussed in Section 3.2, the designerof the simulation software should embed in the code structure the instructions to determine thedecomposition in a totally transparent way to the user. In this section we shall discuss two di�erentapproaches for the determination of the decomposition:Uniform Approach. In this solution, each interval Ii has length equal to � except the lastone, namely Ilast = [tlast;+1). The value last determines the number of intervals of thedecomposition (i.e. the amount of memory destined to the counters Ni and Ri). To determine�, the LP should initially monitor its simulation clock advancement to track the expectedvalue of the advancement. Then � could be selected as a fraction (e.g. 1/5, 1/10 or less) of theexpected value, and the value of last could be selected in order to get a value for tlast = ��lastin the order of the maximum clock advancement observed. The decomposition could berecalculated periodically in order to prevent the last selected values for � and last frombecoming inadequate due to relevant variations of the advancement pattern of the simulationclock of the LP in the lifetime of the simulation.With this type of decomposition, the individuation of the counter to be updated each timean event is executed or a rollback occurs, and the individuation of the counters to estimateprobability values are simple and introduce negligible overhead. For example, when a rollbackoccurs to a state X, the index i of the counter Ri to be updated is easily computed as follows:i = ( bL(I(X))� c if L(I(X)) < tlastlast if L(I(X)) � tlast (8)14



As opposed to its simplicity, the main drawback of this approach is in that the data-pointdensity is typically non-uniform. As a consequence, counters associated with distinct intervalscould exhibit di�erent statistical signi�cance. This should not reveal a problem if at least aminimum amount of observations are collected for each interval. Anyway, to tackle this issue,non-uniform decompositions could be used as we shall discuss below.Non-Uniform Approach. Let us denote as F the distribution function of the simulation clockadvancement of the LP, then ti points originating evenly balanced observations in di�erentintervals can be determined by using the reverse function F�1. Speci�cally, in a decompositionwith n intervals, ti points can be calculated as ti = F�1(i=(n+1)). The big problem associatedwith this solution is in that the function F is typically unknown.The simplest way to overcome this problem consists in approximating F with an exponentialfunction. This approximation is justi�able in practice since, in general, events originatingsmall simulation clock advancement are more likely, compared to events originating largeadvancement. Therefore, a decomposition based on exponential assumption should reveal ap-propriate in most of the cases. Anyway, even if the exponential assumption is not completelyveri�ed in practice, its more likely to get almost balanced data-points using the exponentialassumption than adopting an uniform decomposition. Note, in addition, that the exponentialassumption provides the reverse function directly (this property is not veri�ed for other classi-cal distributions). To determine the exact shape of F for the speci�c application, the expectedvalue of the simulation clock advancement must be estimated. Therefore, similarly to the caseof uniform decomposition, the LP should initially perform monitoring actions on the clockadvancement. Once the estimate for the expected simulation clock advancement, namelyesca, is available, the points of the decomposition are computed as ti = � log(1�i=(n+1))1=esca . Thedecomposition could be recalculated periodically to cope with relevant variations of esca.If no exponential assumption is made then the estimate of F must be performed on-line.Although this solution is more general, it could introduce unacceptable overhead. Recallin addition that, even if the estimate of F is performed e�ciently, computing the reversefunction could severely impact the �nal performance. Therefore, this approach could revealinfeasible in practice, especially for the cases in which it could be mandatory to recalculatethe decomposition several times during the simulation execution.Beyond the possibility to recalculate the decomposition in case of relevant variations of theaverage simulation clock advancement, there exists also the possibility that the rollback patternchanges in time even with no relevant variation of the average clock advancement. One approach totackle non-stationarity in the rollback pattern exploits the common belief that in most simulationsthe near past behavior is a good approximation of the near future behavior. Therefore probabilityvalues can be estimated using data-points related to a temporal window. Few hundred of eventsusually constitute a window length producing reliable results [4, 18, 20].15
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Figure 5: General Cases for the Functions CR(S)y and CR(S)n.3.3.2 A Discussion on the Real Impact of the Quality of the Estimation MethodIn this section, we show by discussion that low quality estimates of probability values have norelevant impact on the e�ectiveness of SP. So the simple estimation method based on counterspreviously introduced represents an adequate solution (8).Before proceeding in the discussion, we introduce the following simple notion. We say that SPleads to a wrong decision anytime the checkpoint decision based on the estimated value of P (S)is di�erent from the one that would have been obtained by considering the real value of P (S).Otherwise we say that SP produces a correct decision.In Figure 5.a and in Figure 5.b we show two cases for the linear functions CR(S)y and CR(S)nvs the value of P (S). Recall that when P (S) is equal to zero, CR(S)n is equal to zero and CR(S)yis equal to �s. The cases shown are general as the two functions have an intersection point withinthe interval [0,1) for P (S). A more particular situation is obtained when CR(S)n < CR(S)y in thewhole interval 0 � P (S) < 1 that is, when CR(S)y and CR(S)n do not intersect or intersect forP (S) = 1. We denote as bP the value of P (S) corresponding to the intersection point; in addition,we denote as Pr(S) the real value of P (S) and with Pe(S) the corresponding estimated value.Suppose Pr(S) < bP (see Figure 5.a), in this case CR(S)y > CR(S)n, so there is no realconvenience of recording S as a checkpoint. The same decision is taken by SP for any estimatedvalue Pe(S) less than bP . Therefore, for any value Pe(S) < bP , SP produces always a correct decision.Suppose Pr(S) � bP (see Figure 5.b), in this case CR(S)y � CR(S)n, so there is a real convenienceof recording S. The same decision is taken by SP for any estimated value Pe(S) larger than or8The approach based on counters has the advantage that it can be implemented at very low cost (this is trueespecially for the case of uniform decomposition), but it shows the drawback that the estimates could be of limitedquality. As respect to this point, no control on the trust of the estimate is performed and no run-time decision asa function of the trust is performed. On the other hand, high quality estimates could be produced by using morecomplex statistical methods that might produce probing e�ects. Therefore, in general, this is not a feasible solution.16



equal to bP . Therefore, for any value Pe(S) � bP , SP produces always a correct decision. Overall,SP produces a correct decision anytime one of the following two cases occurs:C1: both Pr(S) and Pe(S) are lower than bP ;C2: both Pr(S) and Pe(S) are higher than or equal to bP .Instead, it produces a wrong decision anytime one of the following two cases occurs:C3: Pr(S) < bP and Pe(S) � bP ;C4: Pr(S) � bP and Pe(S) < bP .Case C3 or C4 may occur if:(i) the value of Pr(S) is close to bP (in this case, we may get a wrong decision even with a smalldistance between Pr(S) and Pe(S); anyway the distance must be such that it moves Pe(S) tothe opposite side of Pr(S) with respect to the value bP );(ii) the value or Pr(S) is far from bP and a very large distance exists between Pr(S) and Pe(S)(anyway the distance must be such that it moves Pe(S) to the opposite side of Pr(S) withrespect to the value bP ).From previous considerations, we argue that in order for SP to produce a wrong decision (casesC3 and C4), a set of conditions must be satis�ed, namely those conditions producing situations inpoints (i) or (ii). Therefore, the states for which these conditions are actually satis�ed will be, ingeneral, a (small) subset of all the states passed through in the course of the simulation. Hence,for the majority of the states, SP will produce correct decisions (9). This \robustness" of SPderives from the fact that it maps values of a continuous function that is, the di�erence betweenCR(S)y and CR(S)n, into a boolean domain. This mapping into such a discrete domain removesthe e�ects of \noise" (i.e. the e�ects of low quality estimate of probability values) unless the noiseitself over-steps a given threshold.4 Checkpointing vs Fossil Collection FrequencySparse checkpointing can interfere with the frequency of GVT calculation and fossil collection whoseobjective is to recover memory allocated for obsolete state information and messages. Speci�cally,as rollback to simulated time equal to GVT is possible, then, in order to correctly support state9Recall, in addition, that there exists a set of states for which cases C3 andC4 can never occur independently of thedistance between the real and the estimated probability values. These are all the states S such that CR(S)n < CR(S)yin the whole interval [0,1) for P (S). For any of these states either the two functions CR(S)n and CR(S)y do notintersect or they intersect in the point bP = 1, therefore, cases C3 and C4 cannot occur as neither Pr(S) nor Pe(S)can be higher than one. For all these states SP always produces a correct decision.17



recovery, each LP must retain the latest recorded state (i.e. the latest checkpoint) with simulatedtime T less than or equal to GVT and also all the messages carrying events with timestamp largerthan T . Therefore, that checkpoint and all those messages cannot be discarded during the executionof the fossil collection procedure. If very few states are recorded in the course of the simulation,then it is possible that a large amount of messages must be retained. The drawback incurred isthat the amount of memory recovered during any fossil collection may be small, thus there is therisk that the GVT calculation and the fossil collection procedure must be executed frequently (asmemory saturates frequently). This may have detrimental e�ects on performance.Adopting SP there is the possibility that very few states are recorded in the course of thesimulation execution. This may happen whenever, for any state S, the value of the probabilityP (S) approaches the value zero. As an extreme case, if P (S) is exactly equal to zero for any stateS, then SP will never induce the LP to take a checkpoint. This leads SP to possibly producea negative interference with the frequency of GVT calculation and fossil collection. In order toprevent this risk, we allow the LP to take (rare) periodic checkpoints. To this purpose, the LPmaintains two integer variables, namely max dist and event ex. The variable max dist recordsthe maximum number of event executions allowed between two consecutive checkpoint operations.The variable event ex represents the current distance, in terms of events, from the last checkpointoperation. By using these two variables, SP is modi�ed as follows:Modi�ed-Selection-Policy (MSP)before moving from S:if (CR(S)y � CR(S)n) _ (event ex = max dist)then record Selse do not record SMSP does not allow the distance between two consecutive checkpoints to be larger thanmax dist events that is, max dist state transitions, thus avoiding the negative interference withGVT calculation and fossil collection frequency. Adaptive, periodic techniques tackle this problemadopting default values for the maximum checkpoint interval �max which usually are between 15and 30 (see [4, 20]). Any value within that interval will be well suited for max dist.5 A Final Description of the Checkpointing TechniqueThere is just another point to be �xed in order to provide a �nal, complete description of ourcheckpointing technique. The modi�ed policyMSP (just like the original SP) relies on the solutionof the cost model which needs the estimate of probability values. This means that the policy cannotbe applied if at least few statistical data are not available (note that the problem of the absence ofstatistical data for the selection of the initial value of the parameter(s) proper of the checkpointingtechnique is a common problem to almost all existing adaptive techniques [4, 17, 18, 20]). Toovercome this problem, we partition the execution of the LP into two main phases, namely A and18



B. Phase A consists of few hundred events. During this phase, the LP collects statistical data toestimate probability values, and records as checkpoints all the states passed through. This can bedone by adopting MSP with max dist initially set to one. During Phase B, the LP continues tocollect statistical data (possibly updating dynamically the decomposition and/or using a windowingmechanism for the counters) and takes the checkpoint decision usingMSP with a value formax distselected within the interval [15,30].Since it is typical of most simulations that the very early behavior of the LP at the simulationstarting is not a good indicator of the immediate future behavior, it does not result convenient touse statistical data related to this initial phase. For this reason we introduce an additional phase,namely Start-Up, in which MSP is adopted with max dist set to one, and no statistical data arecollected. In Figure 6, the complete behavior of the LP is reported.Start-Up (few hundred events)settings: max dist := 1actions: select checkpoint positions using MSPPhase A (few hundred events)settings: max dist := 1actions: collect statistical data; select checkpoint positions using MSPPhase B (till the end of the simulation)settings: select x 2 [15; 30]; max dist := xactions: collect statistical data; select checkpoint positions using MSPFigure 6: Behavior of an LP (only the Actions Relevant to Checkpointing are Shown).6 A Performance StudyIn this section we report a two-part performance study of MSP. The �rst part was conductedusing the PHOLD model in several di�erent con�gurations. The second part was conducted usinga cellular phone system simulation model; this part demonstrates the e�ectiveness of our solutionfor the case of a real world application. Prior to presenting the results, we describe the testingenvironment, list the checkpointing techniques we have selected for the comparison withMSP andintroduce the performance parameters we have considered.6.1 Testing EnvironmentThe experiments were all performed on a cluster of 4 PCs Pentium II 300 MHz (128 Mbytes RAM)running LINUX as operating system, interconnected by a high speed Myrinet switch based on19



wormhole technology. This type of architecture is actually an emerging one for parallel applicationsdue to cost vs performance reasons and also to expansibility/modi�ability.Any PC is connected to the Myrinet switch through an interface implemented on a card con-sisting of a LANai processor equipped with local memory and supports for DMA. The LANai'smemory is mapped into the address space of the host PC, therefore it can be accessed directly or us-ing DMA. The LANai processor runs a control program that performs send and receive operations.This program can be designed according to requirements of the speci�c application. Dependingon the structure of the control program and of the associated message passing layer run at thehost PC, messages at the receiver side can be bu�ered into host PC memory or into the memoryon board of the interface card and then transferred on demand into the host memory. We havedeveloped a high speed layer, namely Minimal Fast Messages (MFM), tailored for optimizing thedelivery delay of small size messages. This layer results well suited for parallel simulation appli-cations where the amount of data associated with message/anti-message transmission is typicallysmall. In MFM the bu�ering at the receive side is done into the on board memory of the interfacecard, therefore messages/anti-messages are transfered into the host memory only when a receiveoperation is issued by the application. This operation performs the copy of the message from thememory on board of the interface card to a bu�er in the address space of the application process.On the other hand, a send operation issued by the application simply involves the copy of themessage content onto the on board memory of the interface card. Then the LANai processor willtransfer the message towards the destination. Therefore, using MFM, message passing operationsat any host are totally controlled at the application level (with no kernel or demon process activityinvolved). This feature, combined with the fact that during the experiments the machines werecompletely dedicated to the parallel simulation application, allowed us to implement the trackingmechanism for the granularity of the intermediate events from the last taken checkpoint using callsfor the access to hardware real time clocks.In our Time Warp system, the events are implemented as a compound structure with several�elds (sender, receiver, timestamp etc.). For the case of PHOLD the structure has total size36 bytes; for the case of the mobile phone system it has total size 44 bytes. Using MFM, anymessage carrying an event is transmitted within about 30 �s for both PHOLD and the cellularphone system. The same delays characterize the transmission of anti-messages. Message exchangeamong LPs hosted by the same machine does not involve operations of the MFM layer. There isan instance of the Time Warp kernel on each processor. The kernel manages the local event list(resulting as the logical collection of the input queues of the local LPs) and schedules LPs for eventexecution according to the Smallest-Timestamp-First algorithm [11]. Memory space for new entriesinto the input and output queues of the LPs is allocated dynamically using classical malloc() calls.Therefore there is no pool of pre-allocated bu�ers. Instead, pre-allocated bu�ers have been usedfor entries of the stack of saved state vectors. The cancellation phase is implemented following theaggressive policy that is, anti-messages are sent as soon as the LP rolls back [8]. Fossil collectionis executed periodically. Rollback is non-preemptive.20



6.2 Selected Checkpointing TechniquesIn order to evaluate the bene�ts fromMSP we have selected as reference solutions two checkpoint-ing techniques:� classical Periodic State Saving (PSS) with �xed value for the checkpoint interval �;� the adaptive, periodic solution by Ronngren and Ayani (RA) [20]. As already discussed before,RA is based on an analytical model that de�nes the value of the time-optimal checkpointinterval (the assumptions underlying the model have been recalled in Section 2). The modelis used to recalculate the value of the checkpoint interval � based on the observed variationsof the rollback frequency. Speci�cally, at the end of each observation period, the new valuefor � is calculated as a weighted sum of the old value and the time optimal value de�ned bythe model as a function of the rollback frequency observed in the last period. An upper limiton � is introduced to not interfere with the frequency of fossil collection. In our experimentswe used the parameter setting de�ned by the authors for the weights of the two terms of thesum, the observation period length and also the upper limit on �.We did not consider any incremental state saving method in our comparison. This is becauseprevious studies ([14, 19, 21]) have already pointed out that incremental state saving and sparsecheckpointing outperform each other in distinct classes of simulation problems, so the two ap-proaches are e�ective in distinct domains (10).In the comparison we consider also the case of Copy State Saving (CSS), namely checkpointbefore the execution of each simulation event. Results for CSS are relevant to point out the realgain achievable through sparse checkpointing techniques, therefore simulations with CSS act ascontrol simulations.For what concerns PSS, we report the results for the case of the observed time-optimal valueof �. For the case of MSP we have adopted an uniform decomposition with � �xed at 1/5 ofthe initially monitored average clock advancement of the LP. The decomposition is calculated once(no periodic recalculation is performed). A windowing mechanism is used in order to compute theestimate using statistical data that refer to the last 1000 executed events at most. After the initialtransient behavior, the value of max dist is set to 30.6.3 Performance ParametersWe report measures related to the following parameters:� the average checkpoint interval that is, the average number of executed events between twosuccessive checkpoint operations. This parameter is representative of the average checkpoint-ing overhead per event;10The incremental method is preferable for simulations with very large state size, very small portions of the stateupdated by event execution and short rollback distances. For any other simulation setting, sparse checkpointingprovides better performance. 21



� the rollback frequency and the average rollback distance. These parameters, combined to-gether, point out whether the performance di�erence between di�erent checkpointing tech-niques derives from the proper nature of the techniques or from changes in the rollbackpattern. Speci�cally, if two techniques show the same �nal values for rollback frequency andaverage rollback distance, then none of them outperforms the other due to variations in therollback pattern. Therefore possible performance gains of one technique over the other ac-tually derive from the proper nature of the techniques. The values of the rollback frequencyand of the average rollback distance allow us also to test the real feasibility of assuming nosigni�cant e�ect of the checkpointing technique on the rollback pattern;� the event rate that is, the number of committed events per time unit. This parameter indicateshow fast is the simulation execution with a given checkpointing technique, therefore, it isrepresentative of the �nal performance perceived.In addition, we report some data to point out the maximum memory utilization, expressedin Mbytes, under di�erent checkpointing techniques (11). Note that in the very early part of thesimulation both RA and MSP behave like CSS. Therefore the maximum memory utilization ofboth RA and MSP would be similar to that of CSS if statistical data related to this part wouldbe included. In order to point out the real reduction of the maximum memory utilization of RAand MSP as compared to CSS at steady state, statistical data related to the very early part arenot included. Finally, we report the speedup over the sequential execution. This parameter is anindicator of the e�ciency of the parallel implementation (12).For each con�guration of the benchmark we report the average observed values of previousparameters, computed over 10 runs that were all done with di�erent seeds for the random numbergeneration. For the case of the event rate we report also the standard deviation computed over the10 samples in order to demonstrate the statistical signi�cance of the �nal performance results. Atleast 5� 106 committed events have been simulated in each run.6.4 Results for the PHOLD ModelThe PHOLD model, originally presented in [7], consists of a �xed number of LPs and of a constantnumber of jobs (messages) circulating among the LPs (that is referred to as job population). Boththe routing of jobs among the LPs and the timestamp increments are taken from some stochasticdistributions. Although a set of standard benchmarks for parallel discrete-event simulation doesnot exist, PHOLD is in practice one of the most used ones.11We recall that the average memory utilization cannot be observed without interfering with the simulation ex-ecution. Instead, the maximum memory utilization (i.e. the maximum amount of memory destined for keepingcheckpoints and messages) can be easily measured.12The sequential simulator we have used adopts pre-allocated bu�ers for the entries of the event list. Adoptingpre-allocated bu�ers also in the Time Warp simulator should be likely to yield better speedup results as comparedto those reported in this study. 22



For this benchmark, we have considered a basic con�guration, namely symmetric PHOLD, andthree con�gurations derived from the basic one by varying several parameters such as the eventgranularity (deterministic vs stochastic) and the message routing (static vs dynamic). Furthermore,for each con�guration we have considered two di�erent job populations and two distinct sizes forthe state vectors. The detailed descriptions of the con�gurations and the associated results areseparately reported in each of the following subsections.6.4.1 Symmetric PHOLDIn this con�guration, the PHOLD model is composed of 64 homogeneous LPs evenly distributedamong the four machines of the cluster. The timestamp increment is exponentially distributedwith mean 10 simulated time units for all the LPs and jobs are equally likely to be forwarded toany other LP. The two job populations selected are: (i) one job per LP and (ii) 10 jobs per LP.The granularity of any event is deterministic and is �xed at 140 �s. Due to this deterministicnature, no tracking mechanism is activated at all. Overall, this con�guration allows us to test thecheckpointing techniques when considering no variance for the event granularity and also exacta priori knowledge of the event granularity. The two distinct sizes for the state vectors are: (i)2 Kbytes and (ii) 4 Kbytes. 2 Kbytes state vectors are saved in approximately �s = 70 �s; 4Kbytes state vectors are saved in approximately �s = 140 �s. The case 2 Kbytes state size modelssimulations with medium/small state granularity (with respect to the event granularity), whereas,the case 4 Kbytes state size models simulations with medium/large state granularity. The resultsare reported in Table 2.6.4.2 Symmetric PHOLD with Distinct Job TypesThis con�guration has the same features of the symmetric PHOLD described in Section 6.4.1,except for what concerns the event granularity. There are three distinct types of jobs, namely a,b and c. The three types have deterministic granularity �a = 50 �s, �b = 150 �s and �c = 220 �s,respectively. The type of the job is selected from among the three job types according to anuniform distribution. After a job is served (but before it is forwarded to another LP), the job typeis rede�ned by uniformly selecting it in the set fa; b; cg. Therefore, with probability 1/3 the typeof the job remains unchanged when it is forwarded to another LP. As for previous con�guration,the deterministic granularity value for each event type does not require the activation of the on-line tracking mechanism. This con�guration allows us to test the checkpointing techniques whenconsidering non-minimal di�erence in the granularity of di�erent event types, with perfect a prioriknowledge of the granularity for each type of event. For this con�guration we considered the sametwo distinct job populations and the same two distinct state vector sizes as for the symmetricPHOLD in Section 6.4.1. The results are reported in Table 3.
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1 Job per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:151 1:29 10587 (88) 25.3 1.55PSS 3 0:153 1:28 12735 (97) 9.2 1.87RA 3:52 0:156 1:25 12525 (109) 8.9 1.84MSP 3:80 0:154 1:28 14020 (137) 9.0 2.061 Job per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:158 1:32 8774 (93) 41.6 1.29PSS 4 0:160 1:30 12110 (114) 14.8 1.78RA 4:57 0:162 1:31 11718 (92) 12.8 1.72MSP 4:98 0:161 1:30 13291 (118) 13.0 1.9510 Jobs per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique (Interval) Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:052 1:97 13607 (113) 32.5 2.00PSS 5 0:049 2:01 15629 (137) 7.9 2.30RA 5:59 0:049 2:02 15843 (178) 7.5 2.33MSP 6:12 0:050 2:00 16654 (142) 6.8 2.5110 Jobs per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:049 1:96 10566 (102) 50.1 1.56PSS 7 0:048 1:98 14586 (152) 10.3 2.14RA 7:89 0:048 2:01 15555 (138) 9.9 2.29MSP 10:66 0:049 1:97 16586 (161) 7.9 2.44Table 2: Results for Symmetric PHOLD.6.4.3 Symmetric PHOLD with Stochastic Event GranularityThis con�guration has the same features of the symmetric PHOLD in Section 6.4.1 except for whatconcerns the event granularity. Event granularity is not deterministic but stochastic. Speci�cally,the granularity of any event is exponentially distributed with mean 140 �s. The non-deterministicnature of the event granularity needs the activation of the on-line tracking mechanism. Thiscon�guration allows us to test the checkpointing techniques when considering non-minimal variancefor the event granularity with no exact a priori knowledge of the event granularity. The same twodistinct job populations and the same two distinct state vector sizes of previous con�gurations wereconsidered. The results are reported in Table 4.6.4.4 Asymmetric PHOLD with Dynamic RoutingThis con�guration has the same features of the symmetric PHOLD in Section 6.4.1 except for whatconcerns the routing of jobs among the LPs. There are 4 hot spot LPs to which 30% of all jobsmust be routed. The hot spot LPs change in the course of the simulation (they change each 3�104simulated time units and the sequence of the changes is de�ned prior to the simulation executionby randomly picking up new hot spots among all the LPs). This con�guration possibly gives riseto simulations which do not reach steady state of the rollback behavior. It allows us to test the24



1 Job per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:155 1:29 10502 (92) 25.1 1.60PSS 3 0:158 1:28 12035 (138) 10.0 1.88RA 3:48 0:159 1:27 11787 (108) 8.8 1.79MSP 3:77 0:157 1:28 13470 (94) 9.0 2.051 Job per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:165 1:32 8381 (71) 40.2 1.27PSS 4 0:170 1:30 11663 (101) 14.3 1.77RA 4:70 0:172 1:29 11393 (84) 12.1 1.73MSP 4:98 0:170 1:30 13112 (108) 12.3 1.9610 Jobs per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:050 1:95 13351 (112) 32.1 2.10PSS 5 0:049 2:00 15425 (131) 7.9 2.42RA 5:41 0:048 2:01 15652 (136) 7.6 2.46MSP 5:96 0:049 2:01 16502 (147) 6.8 2.6410 Jobs per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:050 1:97 10536 (103) 50.2 1.65PSS 7 0:050 1:99 14776 (142) 10.8 2.31RA 7:78 0:049 2:01 15407 (105) 9.8 2.41MSP 10:22 0:051 1:93 16452 (131) 8.5 2.58Table 3: Results for Symmetric PHOLD with Distinct Job Types.checkpointing techniques when considering non-uniform, variable message routing among the LPs.The same two job populations and the same two state vector sizes of previous con�gurations wereconsidered. The results are shown in Table 5.6.4.5 General CommentsThe performance data collected for the PHOLD model indicate two major tendencies, regardlessof the type of the event granularity, the state vector size and the message routing. These twotendencies are determined by the two di�erent job populations used.For the case of low job population (1 job per LP), the �nal performance of MSP is between8% and 13% better than that obtained using the (adaptive) periodic techniques, and the maximumamount of memory used by MSP is about the same as that used by RA (the maximum di�erenceis 3-4%). CSS and PSS exhibit higher maximum memory utilization. Therefore the tendency isa relevant performance gain of MSP with no relevant di�erence for what concerns the maximumamount of memory used as compared to RA. Instead, for the case of high job population (10jobs per LP), the performance gain of MSP is lower (between 3% and 8%), and the maximumamount of memory used by MSP is de�nitely lower than that of the periodic techniques (up to25



1 Job per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:157 1:29 10483 (106) 26.0 1.58PSS 3 0:161 1:28 12562 (135) 10.4 1.89RA 3:34 0:164 1:27 12447 (130) 9.3 1.88MSP 3:59 0:165 1:27 13904 (158) 9.5 2.11 Job per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:159 1:33 8704 (90) 41.6 1.32PSS 4 0:161 1:32 12012 (87) 14.9 1.81RA 4:40 0:164 1:29 11657 (103) 13.4 1.76MSP 4:66 0:162 1:30 13183 (108) 13.8 1.9910 Jobs per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:054 2:00 13512 (131) 32.3 2.05PSS 5 0:051 1:96 15534 (134) 10.4 2.36RA 5:35 0:052 2:01 15721 (144) 8.2 2.37MSP 5:89 0:051 2:00 16664 (171) 7.1 2.5710 Jobs per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique (Interval) Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:050 1:95 10442 (97) 50.6 1.59PSS 7 0:050 1:94 14473 (109) 10.7 2.20RA 7:40 0:051 1:92 15423 (123) 10.6 2.35MSP 10:86 0:050 1:96 16466 (168) 8.1 2.50Table 4: Results for Symmetric PHOLD with Stochastic Event Granularity.25% as compared to RA and up to 30% as compared to PSS). Therefore the tendency is a sensibleperformance gain with a relevant reduction of the maximum amount of memory used.The reason for these di�erent tendencies is in the di�erent frequency of rollback for the two cases.When the job population is low, the rollback frequency is non-minimal (about 12-16%), thereforea large number of state recovery procedures are executed. In this case, the gain of MSP derivesfrom two sources: (i) it shows slightly larger average checkpoint interval, which tends to reducethe checkpointing overhead, (ii) it is expected to produce shorter state recovery latency due to thewise selection of the positions of checkpoints. As respect to point (ii), MSP is such that it tendsto save an LP state if it has very high probability to be eventually restored, the last checkpoint wastaken several events ago and the intermediate events have large granularity. This tends to reducethe state recovery time as compared to periodic techniques, which, in case of frequent rollbacks,has a relevant positive impact on the �nal performance perceived. When the job population grows,the frequency of rollback tends to decrease, therefore less state recovery procedures are executed.In this case the performance gain of MSP is reduced as it derives almost exclusively from thelarger average checkpoint interval. In other words, the lower amount of recovery procedures makeslower the impact of possible reductions in the recovery time on the �nal performance perceived.Nevertheless, the increase of the average checkpoint interval of MSP is larger as compared to the26



1 Job per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:124 1:31 11208 (92) 28.3 1.65PSS 3 0:125 1:30 13079 (127) 10.9 1.92RA 3:65 0:126 1:28 13612 (150) 9.2 2.03MSP 3:84 0:127 1:27 14687 (137) 9.4 2.161 Job per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:125 1:30 9368 (84) 42.9 1.38PSS 4 0:127 1:29 12386 (120) 15.2 1.82RA 4:63 0:126 1:28 12934 (122) 13.6 1.90MSP 4:97 0:125 1:31 13985 (117) 13.7 2.0610 Jobs per LP - 2 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:043 2:03 13970 (142) 33.6 2.08PSS 6 0:042 2:05 16175 (118) 6.9 2.41RA 6:45 0:041 2:06 16591 (175) 6.7 2.47MSP 7:23 0:042 2:04 17601 (149) 6.0 2.6210 Jobs per LP - 4 Kbytes State Vector SizeCheckpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:042 2:02 10892 (98) 54.9 1.62PSS 7 0:042 2:01 14887 (137) 10.6 2.21RA 8:23 0:043 1:99 16062 (117) 9.8 2.39MSP 11:14 0:044 1:98 17321 (155) 7.9 2.55Table 5: Results for Asymmetric PHOLD.case of low job population, therefore a relevant reduction of the memory used is noted (especiallywhen considering medium/large state vector size). Overall,MSP shows the potential for signi�cantreductions of the completion time of the simulation in case of frequent rollbacks. On the other handit shows the potential for sensible reductions of the completion time of the simulation and for strongreductions of the amount of memory used in case of infrequent rollbacks.We note that the rollback pattern, namely frequency and average distance of rollback, is verysimilar for all the checkpointing techniques. Therefore the performance di�erence derives essentiallyfrom the proper nature of the techniques. Finally, the speedup achieved with optimized sparsecheckpointing is in the order of 50% of the ideal one for the case of low job population and inthe order of 65% of the ideal one for the case of high job population. Therefore the checkpointingtechniques have been tested over an e�cient implementation (recall that speedup in the order of50% of the ideal one is considered as a classical threshold determining acceptable performance forthe parallel execution).6.5 Results for the Cellular Phone SystemSparse checkpointing techniques look as good solutions for the case of parameterized syntheticbenchmarks. However, for many real world applications, they could reveal useless. As an example,27



for the case of queuing network simulations the distance of rollback is typically very short andeither the size of the state vectors is very small or, in case of larger size (this happens for the caseof models in which statistics associated with any job moving around the network are maintainedand incrementally updated), the fraction of the state updated by the execution of an event istypically small. Therefore, copy state saving or incremental methods represent adequate solutions.As another example, for the case of TimeWarp simulations of systems with memoryless components(e.g. combinatorial logic gates), recent work on the concept of rollback relaxation [25] has shownhow rollback can be implemented with no underlying state saving mechanism, thus rendering uselessin practice any optimized sparse checkpointing technique.To our knowledge, examples of real world applications where sparse checkpointing can actuallyreveal e�ective are simulations of wireless systems such as cellular phone systems, paging networksand personal communication systems (PCSs). For these applications, the rollback pattern typicallyconsists of infrequent and long (up to several tenths of events) rollbacks due to high communicationlocality among the LPs hosted by the same machine. Furthermore, state vectors could have non-minimal size. For these applications both copy state saving and incremental methods could providepoor performance. In this section we report results evaluating the e�ectiveness of MSP for thecase of a cellular phone system simulator.Our simulation model consists of a ring highway with 16 base stations. Each base station ismodeled by a single LP and provides a wireless coverage area to mobile phones called cell. Eachcell has 20 channels allocated to it and covers a portion of the highway of 3000 meters in length.Call requests arrive to each cell according to an exponential distribution with inter-arrival time16 s (therefore the inter-arrival time for the whole system is 1 s) and the average holding timefor each call is 2 minutes. When a call is issued, the position of the associated mobile phone inthe cell is randomly selected according to an uniform distribution. Mobility of the cellular phoneswithin the highway is modeled as a random speed following a truncated Gaussian distributionwith mean 80 km/hour. The direction for the movement of the phone is selected uniformly amongthe two possible directions. All the calls initiated within a given cell are originated by the LPassociated with that cell, therefore no external call generator is used. There are three main typesof events, namely hand-o� due to mobile phone cell switch, call termination and call arrival. Acall termination simply involves the release of the associated channel and statistics update; thegranularity of this type of event is about 40 �s. The granularity of the events associated with callarrival depends on whether the channels at the destination cell are all busy or not. If all channelsare busy, the incoming call is simply counted as a block; if at least one channel is available, thensignal to noise ratio must be computed when allocating the channel. Therefore the granularity ofthis event type may vary from about 40 �s up to 0.6 ms. When a hand-o� occurs between adjacentcells, the hand-o� event at the cell left by the mobile simply involves the release of the channel andhas granularity of about 40 �s. Instead, the granularity of the hand-o� event at the destinationcell varies depending on whether all channels in this cell are busy or not. If there is no availablechannel, then the call is simply cut o� (dropped), otherwise, an available channel is assigned to28



the call and signal to noise ratio is computed when allocating the channel. Overall, the granularityfor this event type has range similar to that associated with incoming call events. The size of thestate vector is little more than 1 Kbyte and the state saving cost is about 40 �s. Each of thefour machines hosts the same number of LPs; the obvious mapping of LPs to machines is adopted.The results, reported in Table 6, are aligned with the data obtained for the PHOLD model. Inparticular, rollbacks are infrequent, therefore we expect to observe a sensible performance gain ofMSP with a signi�cant reduction of the maximum amount of memory used due to larger averagecheckpoint interval. The data con�rm this expectation. Finally we note that with optimized sparsecheckpointing, speedup in the order of 67% of the ideal one is achieved.Checkpointing Average Checkpoint Rollback Average Rollback Event Rate - Maximum Memory SpeedupTechnique Interval Frequency Distance (Standard Deviation) UtilizationCSS 1 0:004 38:98 10023 (83) 12.2 2.15PSS 10 0:004 41:11 11612 (102) 2.2 2.49RA 11:27 0:004 40:34 11805 (89) 2.0 2.54MSP 16:64 0:004 39:81 12585 (112) 1.4 2.71Table 6: Results for the Cellular Phone System.7 SummaryIn this paper we have presented a general solution for tackling the checkpoint problem in TimeWarp simulations. The checkpointing technique we have proposed selects the positions of thecheckpoints using a cost model which expresses the checkpointing-recovery overhead associatedwith any state passed through in the course of the simulation. The cost model determines theconvenience of recording the current state before the execution of the next event. We have discussedimplementation issues related to this technique in order to show its practical viability. In particularwe have presented solutions to evaluate on-line at low cost the quantities involved in the cost modeland we have discussed the e�ectiveness of these solutions.Simulation results are reported to evaluate and compare this technique with classical (adaptive)periodic techniques. To this purpose a classical benchmark in several di�erent con�gurations aswell as a real world application have been used. The results show that the proposed technique hasthe potential to reduce the running time of the parallel simulation application and, in some cases,also the memory usage.AcknowledgmentsThe author thanks Bruno Ciciani for many interesting discussions on the checkpoint problem inTime Warp simulators. A special thank goes to Alessandro Fabbri for suggestions on the organi-zation of the cellular phone system simulation code, and to Luca Becchetti who has allowed the29
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